Please state which part of the Neighbourhood Plan (i.e. which section, objective or policy)
your representation refers to (please use a separate form for each representation):

Policy H1

Please use the space below to make comments on this part of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Policy H1 – Housing allocations – Site to the rear of Harvard Avenue, behind
Badham’s Garage
We object to the omission of site ATW001, currently occupied by All Things Wild, as a
housing allocation within the Policy H1 of the Neighbourhood Plan. The Housing
Background Paper (July 2019) extract attached at Appendix 1, explains that the site has
been discounted for housing due to its size. The assessors consider the site to be ‘too
vast’, and raise concerns about development encroaching into the open countryside. We
do not agree with this assessment for the reasons outlined below.
The site measures 11.2ha (gross) and is partially brownfield, previously developed land.
The Neighbourhood Plan (Submission Draft July 2019), acknowledges that the site is
previously developed, through its draft allocation as an existing employment site under
Policy H14. An individual response to this policy will be provided separately.
The current review of the South Worcestershire Development Plan is seeking to find
suitable locations for the provision of an additional 14,000 homes within the combined
South Worcestershire Districts. Site ATW001 represents a partial brownfield site, in a
sustainable location which would infill an area of land between the two relatively distinct
areas of the Honeybourne settlement – the historic core to the south-west, and the more
modern predominantly residential part of the village to the north-east. The site sits
directly opposite the defined development boundary containing modern housing
development, as well as sharing a boundary with a previous housing allocation included
in the adopted South Worcestershire Development Plan (now built out). The site is
highly accessible, within close walking distance to Honeybourne Railway Station and
other amenities such as a supermarket and employment opportunities. We therefore feel
that this land should be reconsidered for inclusion within the Neighbourhood Plan.
The land has previously been submitted for consideration through the Neighbourhood
Plan process by the previous land promoter (Catesby Estates). The background papers
to the Neighbourhood Plan show how this site has been assessed and provides reasons
as to why it has been discounted to-date, which have resulted in the site not being
carried forwards into the recent reiteration of the plan.
The site in question is occupied by All Things Wild, a local visitor attraction which has
occupied this site since 2012. The business employs 42 people from the local area and
attracts approximately 100,000 visitors per year. The business has evolved and
expanded over recent years and is now considered to have reached full capacity at this
site. Due to the fluctuation in visitors throughout the year, during the peak summer

months, the premises can struggle to accommodate the numbers of daily visitors,
particularly due to the limitations with the current car parking arrangements. Further
expansion options on this site have been exhausted and efforts to secure additional
neighbouring land have been unsuccessful.
All Things Wild have been searching for suitable alternative premises for the last 5
years and have finally been able to secure a site which meets their current needs, as
well as allowing them room for future expansion. The alternative site is located outside
of the village of Honeybourne and beyond the boundary of Wychavon District, within the
neighbouring district of Stratford-upon-Avon. It is however only 5 miles away. Plans are
progressing to change the use of the existing equestrian site, meaning that there is no
long term future for All Things Wild in Honeybourne. All Things Wild will be vacating the
site within the next few years, meaning that this site, which is within a central location in
a category 1 village, will soon be unoccupied. This is a significant change in
circumstance for the existing occupier and represents an ideal opportunity for the
Neighbourhood Plan to reconsider the inclusion of ATW001 for potential housing
development. We have reviewed the assessment of this site, along with that of the
chosen allocated site (H1) and make the following representations to the
Neighbourhood Plan consultation.
Within the Honeybourne Housing Background Paper (July 2019),the Housing Site
Assessment (included in Appendix 3 of that document) concludes that ATW001 would
be ‘totally inappropriate’ for housing development, on the basis that it is too vast and
would significantly extend the settlement pattern into the open countryside. We
disagree with this assessment of the site. Firstly, the site relates well to existing
housing development in the village. The site is bounded to the east by the previously
allocated housing site developed by David Wilson Homes and otherwise well contained
visually within the landscape by established planted boundaries along the Gate Brook
Inn to the south, and the Ranch Caravan Park to the west. The development of this site
would represent a logical form of infilling within a central section of the village, between
the two main cores of the settlement. Secondly in terms of scale, although the site is
11.2 hectares, that is a gross area and the net developable area will be reduced
significantly as a result of allowing for flood plain issues, a gas pipeline easement, and
green infrastructure requirements. The new developable area is approximately 50% of
the site and could likely accommodate 180-200 units.
We also disagree with the concerns raised within the Housing Background Paper (July
2019) in relation to issues concerning the volume of traffic and access arrangements
associated with a residential housing scheme on this site. It does not appear that these
Highways concerns have arisen from any formal assessment by a Highway Engineer, or
indeed whether the assessment has had regard to the existing site use and associated
daily visitor trips. The existing tourist attraction is open to the public 363 days per year,
with peak visitor numbers during the summer months generating in the region of 1,000
visitors per day. This can generate over 225 cars (550 two-way vehicle trips) on a peak
day. The existing access has been able to accommodate these levels of vehicle
movements and would suggest that the existing access is safe and suitable to
accommodate transport pressures generated by a residential housing development. The
site benefits from a large stretch of land fronting onto Station Road (180m in length),
giving ample scope to re-position a vehicular access point, or increase the number of
individual accesses, should this lead to highway safety improvements. We therefore
suggest that this site should not be ruled out on the basis of unfounded vehicular access
concerns.

The ATW001 site is a partially brownfield site, which currently includes a variety of built
structures and fenced enclosures. Visibility within the wider landscape is limited and views
into the site are largely restricted to those available from private grazing land to the north.
The site is soon to become vacant and due to its previously developed nature, should be
treated as a priority for development.
Although the village is understood to have stated a preference for the development of
smaller housing sites, the reality is that sites should be selected on grounds of suitability
and sustainability and not their size. Larger sites can always be built-out in phases if
required. Concerns raised within the Neighbourhood Plan Site Assessment highlight that
there is no evidence to support development of the scale associated with the All Things
Wild site. However, given the overall need for housing within South Worcestershire, to rule
out development on an accessible partially brownfield site within a sustainable settlement,
would represent a significant missed opportunity.
In light of this parcel of land becoming available, the landowners have put forward the
option of gifting a proportion of the site for the development of a new school within the
village, should it be required. Despite current plans and agreed funding to bring forward an
extension to Honeybourne Academy, allowing for single tier entry, it is understood that
these plans cater for those children currently residing within catchment only. Beyond this
point, further expansion of the school is likely to be limited by the physical constraints of
the existing school site and that an opportunity to relocate the school would offer flexibility
and security for this facility within the settlement. The offer of land for the provision of a
new school had been previously put forward within the earlier Neighbourhood Plan
consultation process, but we are concerned that this has reflected negatively in the
assessment of site ATW001. The Consultation Statement (July 2019) extract included at
Appendix 2, raises concerns within point 12.01, about the ability of a scheme of this scale
to sufficiently fund a new school, thereby questioning the viability of any development on
this site. We can clarify that were this land to be allocated for housing, the land owner
would be happy to discuss the possible gifting of part of the site to accommodate the
relocation of the school. The school itself would be brought forwards and funded by the
Education Authority and CIL contributions and will therefore not raise any viability issues
with the site coming forward for development.
Policy H1, includes the Neighbourhood Plan’s single housing allocation on land to the rear
of Harvard Avenue, behind Badham’s garage. We consider that this should not be selected
ahead of site ATW001, given ATW001 is going to be available in the plan period and is
sequentially far more preferable.
The selected housing site (H1), represents a greenfield site, currently pastoral farmland.
Any development of this land would represent a direct and visible incursion into the open
countryside and would result in the loss of agricultural land. Site H1, is also bordered by a
public right of way, which runs along the southern section of the south-western boundary,
and the Housing Site Assessment notes that views are available towards the Cotswold
Hills. The visual impact of development of this selected site, both in the immediate and
wider area is something which we feel has not been given due regard within the site
selection process, particularly given the availability of other sites.
Furthermore, within the assessment of this selected site, the Housing Background Paper
notes potential issues with access arrangements to this land. The site is described as
having limited highway frontage, with access having to be taken from Stratford Road,
forming a staggered crossroad with Mickleton Road.

The Assessor comments that the creation of this junction could potentially raise
highway safety issues. We would also highlight that any traffic accessing this location
would be required to take a convoluted route via Stratford Road, through existing
residential housing development. The Assessor raises an alternative access option,
which includes the possibility of creating an access through Harvard Avenue, by
purchasing, and presumably demolishing existing properties. We consider this solution
to be unlikely to come forward, due to land ownership and potential viability issues
involved in the purchase of residential homes to make way for access arrangements. In
addition, any route through Harvard Avenue would also increase vehicular traffic
through an established housing estate, creating pressure at existing junctions. Access
arrangements at ATW001, which provides direct access onto the main Station Road
are considered to be preferable to the access arrangements to the selected site at H1.
On the basis of the above, we believe that there are strong grounds for the allocation of
site ATW001 as a housing development site through the Neighbourhood Plan process
ahead of any other site allocation. Whilst we have no objection to both sites being
added, if only one site is preferred, then this should be the ATW001 site which is
sequentially preferable, easily accessible, partially brownfield land and will be vacant
within the Plan period.

Please use a separate form for each representation.
Please state whether you would like to be notified of the Council’s decision on the
Neighbourhood Plan proposal:
Yes

No

X
Please email this form to policy.plans@wychavon.gov.uk or post it to Planning Policy,
Wychavon District Council, Civic Centre, Queen Elizabeth Drive, Pershore, WR10 1PT.
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Please state which part of the Neighbourhood Plan (i.e. which section, objective or policy)
your representation refers to (please use a separate form for each representation):

Policy H12

Please use the space below to make comments on this part of the Neighbourhood Plan.
Policy H12 – Community Facilities
Policy H12 has been included to help protect the existing community facilities within the
village. This policy generally echoes the intentions of Policy SWDP37 (built community
facilities) within the South Worcestershire Development Plan, the principles of which are
supported.
The pre-text to the policy (paragraph 6.74) notes that All Things Wild is a tourist
attraction within the village. This is correct. The policy itself then goes on to explain that
community facilities should be protected and includes a list of facilities within the village.
All Things Wild is not listed (which we support) but the text reference to it makes the
situation unclear.
Our concerns therefore relate to the wording of Policy H12, which does not clarify that
those community facilities to be protected are those specifically included within the list.
We therefore request that either the reference to All Things Wild within the pretext to the
policy be removed, or that Policy H12 is amended to read:
“Development proposals that will result in the loss or significant reduction in scale and
value of those community facilities listed above, will not normally be permitted unless….
We also believe that the policy contains an error where within point 9 it refers to
“paragraph 7.69” this does not exist and should instead read “paragraph 6.72”.

Please use a separate form for each representation.
Please state whether you would like to be notified of the Council’s decision on the
Neighbourhood Plan proposal:
Yes

No

X
Please email this form to policy.plans@wychavon.gov.uk or post it to Planning Policy,
Wychavon District Council, Civic Centre, Queen Elizabeth Drive, Pershore, WR10 1PT.

Please state which part of the Neighbourhood Plan (i.e. which section, objective or policy)
your representation refers to (please use a separate form for each representation):

Policy H14

Please use the space below to make comments on this part of the Neighbourhood Plan.

Policy H14 – Retention and Redevelopment of existing employment sites
Policy H14 designates the All Things Wild site as an existing employment site which should
be safeguarded for employment uses. The policy does not define the site, reference is just
made by name. The definition of the site as an employment site is however incorrect. All
Things Wild is a tourist attraction and although it is a ‘commercial’ use and does employ
local people, it is not a traditional employment operation, recognised more commonly by
businesses operating within category B use classes.
Policy H14 did not form part of the earlier versions of the Neighbourhood Plan and is an
additional policy which is discussed within The Consultation Statement (July 2019), in order
to protect existing employment sites.
The inclusion of this policy appears to have arisen as a reaction to previous representations
to the Neighbourhood Plan relating to the site (submitted by the previous site promoter,
Catesby Estates) which confirmed the intended relocation of All Things Wild from the
village of Honeybourne. An extract from this document is included at Appendix 2.
Whilst we have no objection to the identification of the site as a potential development site,
the allocation for employment is not logical, nor based on any assessment of need.
All Things Wild is operated as a local visitor attraction, and has occupied this site since
2012. Prior to that the site was a poultry breeding/visitor centre. Today the business
attracts approximately 100,000 visitors per year, having evolved and expanded over recent
years, and is now considered to have reached full capacity at this site. After 5 years of
searching, All Things Wild has recently been able to secure a site which meets its current
needs and will allow room for further expansion. This new site is within the neighbouring
district of Stratford. This move will take place within the next few years.
We raise concerns about the allocation of the site for employment purposes on the basis
that the Neighbourhood Plan provides no evidence that this land is needed for employment
purposes in the village. The site would not be suitable for industrial uses or office
accommodation, due to its location and context within the village. Indeed, although through
the allocation of this site as employment land, the policy recognises that it is ‘previously
developed’, the nature of the existing wildlife park use means that the site still retains a
largely rural character.
The reasoned justification for the policy explains that its aim is to encourage existing
businesses to stay in Honeybourne, thereby maintaining a range of employment
opportunities to reduce commuting for the workforce and thus reduce the impact on the

environment. All Things Wild currently employ 42 people from the local area. These jobs
will not be lost through the site relocation as the new site is only 5 miles away. Of their
current workforce, 35 of their employees already travel to and from work by car. The
relocation of the business into Stratford will not result in a significant shift in travel mode.
Furthermore, a car share scheme is also being created to cater for the existing staff who
wish to use it.
In light of the imminent relocation of All Things Wild, the allocation of the site for
employment purposes through Policy H14 will not achieve the goal of retaining this
existing business in Honeybourne. It is unsustainable for the business to remain in this
location as it needs to expand in order to increase its visitor numbers, something which
cannot be achieved in this location, particularly due to car parking limitations on this site.
The site at All Things Wild represents a highly accessible brownfield site in a Category 1
village. It’s designation as an employment site will not result in the retention of the
business within the village and will instead place uncertainty in the future of what could
be an important opportunity for housing growth in this sustainable settlement. The
allocation of All Things Wild as an employment site under policy H14 is unnecessary
and inappropriate. We therefore recommend that the designation within Policy H14 is
removed and the site be allocated under Policy H1 as detailed in the accompanying
response to that Policy.

Please use a separate form for each representation.
Please state whether you would like to be notified of the Council’s decision on the
Neighbourhood Plan proposal:
Yes

No

X
Please email this form to policy.plans@wychavon.gov.uk or post it to Planning Policy,
Wychavon District Council, Civic Centre, Queen Elizabeth Drive, Pershore, WR10 1PT.

Appendix 2: Consultation Statement extract
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